
company brief.
Apostroph has been a one-stop resource for language 
services since 1994.

project brief.
For Apostroph‘s corporate website, Web 
Essentials offered thorough concept recognition, 
SEO consultancy and TYPO3 expertise, including 
multilingual website setup and project management in 
German.

business benefits.


The new website supports the 
new messaging of the Group to 
better represent their services to 
their ideal customer.


The new responsive website 
provides a better impression to 
the growing number of potential 
customers looking for translation 
services with either a mobile 
phone or tablet. This will position 
Apostroph ahead of competitors 
who do not cater to this growing 
demographic.


The new rebranding ref lects a 
modern, corporate and fully-
featured service that is better 
coordinated across the group of 
individual companies.

Case Study apostroph 
www.apostrophgroup.ch



what we did technically.
 Transformed their style guide and design concept into responsive 

HTML5/CSS3 templates based on Twitter Bootstrap. The website now 
features three views: for desktops, tablets and smartphones 

 Implemented the website with TYPO3 6.2 long-term support, which 
was released just before the project started. Using such a new version 
had its challenges but was worth it to keep the website maintainable 
in the long run without having to upgrade.

 Implemented a deployment pipeline to test and publish the website 
with a single click from our in-house servers to the live server

link.
www.apostrophgroup.ch

address.
Apostroph Luzern AG
Töpferstrasse 5
CH-6004 Luzern

 +41 41 419 01 01
  luzern@apostrophgroup.ch

about webessentials.

Web Essentials is a leading provider of website and web development services. Founded on Open Source 
and ethical values we help clients add high quality capacity and specialist expertise. Our services are sought 
after by leading companies across Europe and Asia. Making these services easy to use enables our clients to 
Think Big and grow their businesses more prof itably.
 
Find out more on our website:

 www.web-essentials.asia
 
Or send us an email:

 sales@web-essentials.asia


